Wal-Mart Locator Helps RVing Snow Birds Navigate Their Flight Home
The 2004 Wal-Mart Locator is hot off the press. This popular book reveals to 9 million RVers
easy to follow directions to 3500 Wal-Mart stores.
(PRWEB) March 12, 2004 -- CanÂt find a Wal-Mart when you need one? While traveling in your RV have
you ever needed a quick stop at Wal-Mart to stock up on affordable essentials, save money on prescriptions, or
just enjoy one nightÂs free stay?
ÂUncovering the directions to the Wal-Marts helps us enormously,Â said an avid RVer.ÂIt makes our
traveling easy when we can find our way to a Wal-Mart in any town. We pick up a few items and spend a free
night at a familiar destination.Â
Full timers, Bob and Jan Wiley, authors of the 2004 Wal-Mart Locator, have researched for the past few years
the exact and helpful directions to every Wal-Mart from a major interstate. Just in time for the Snow Bird flight,
this practical directory includes:
*Quick glance STATEMAPS pinpointing all towns that have a Wal-Mart
*Easy DIRECTIONS from an interstate taking you to viewing distance of a Wal-Mart
*Complete ADDRESSES and PHONE NUMBERS for convenience
*Helpful ZIP CODES for ease in aiming satellite dishes
*Useful for locating SamÂs Clubs
According to Bob Wiley, co-author of the 2004 Wal-Mart Locator, Âfinding a Wal-Mart on the road was close
to impossible before the directory was available. We save time and money when we can camp for free and shop
at a Wal-Mart.Â
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Contact Information
Bob Wiley
WILEY PRODUCTS
http://www.walmartlocator.com
800-342-7550
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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